Various first-order sutlicient optimahty criteria for continuous-time nonlinear programming problems with nonlinear equality and inequality constraints are established under generalized convexity assumptions, and applications of these criteria to optimal control and continuous-time fractional programming problems are briefly discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Continuous-time programming, initially introduced by Bellman [ 51, has been the subject of numerous investigations in the last two decades. Especially the optimality and duality aspects of continuous-time programming problems with only inequality constraints have received much attention in the related literature. For a summary of results pertaining to these areas of continuous-time programming along with fairly extensive lists of relevant references the reader is referred to [26, 281. In contrast to the development in necessary optimality criteria in continuous-time programming, the status of sufficient optimality conditions is less than satisfactory. In fact, in all the early treatments of optimality conditions for continuous-time programming only sufficient optimality theorems of the Kuhn-Tucker type under ordinary convexity assumptions are given [ 1, 8, 9, 11, 19, 261 . Recently, however, sufficient optimality conditions for problems with only inequality constraints under generalized convexity assumptions have been presented in [24, 281. The purpose of this paper is to present some sufficient optimality criteria of both the Fritz John and Kuhn-Tucker type for continuous-time nonlinear programming problems with nonlinear inequality and nonlinear equality constraints under generalized convexity assumptions. Our theorems improve and generalize most of the first-order sufficient optimality results in the area of real finite-dimensional deterministic nonlinear programming, and provide new sufficient optimality conditions for 130
W(t), t) -b(t) -j; Q(x(s), t, s) ds = s(x)(t),
where q is a map from X into n: [O, T] . It can easily be verified that the normed space n;[O, T] is not complete and that it is a dense subspace of the Banach space L';[O, T] of all (equivalence classes of) Lebesgue integrable r-dimensional vector functions defined on [0, ZJ, with the norm /) 11 1. The space /i; [0, T] is essential for the validity of Theorem 2.1 which is needed in the proof of Theorem 3.1. However, the results in the remainder of this paper are independent of the intrinsic properties of the space /i;[O, T] and thus it may be replaced by any other suitable normed function space.
All vectors are column vectors unless transposed which will be denoted by a prime, and all integrals are in the Lebesgue sense.
Let V be an open convex subset in R" containing the set {x(t): For the sake of simplicity of notation, in the sequel we let y(x)(t) =g(x(t), t) and q(x)(t) = h(x( t), t) so that Problem P may be written in the following relatively more concise form:
Let F denote the set of all feasible solutions of Problem P; that is, let F= {x~X:g(x(t), t)<O, h(x(t), t)=O a.e. in [0, T]}. Let W= {x(t)E R": XE F}.
For any X E F, let I(X) denote the index set of all the binding inequality constraints at X(t); that is, let I(X)= {iE {1,2 ,..., m}: g,(X(t), t)=O a.e. in [0, T]}. Let u,(,) denote the vector having components U, with i E Z(X). In the sequel we will use some basic properties of pseudoconvex and quasiconvex functions. For these and other types of generalized convex functions, the reader is referred to Mangasarian [ 143 and Ponstein [ 181. The following continuous-time version of Gordan's transposition theorem will be needed in the next section. THEOREM 2.1 (Generalized Gordan Theorem [27] ). Let 
FRITZ JOHN SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY THEOREMS
In this section we will present some sufficient optimality criteria of the Fritz John type for Problem P. The following theorem generalizes all the sufficiency results given in [3, 4, 7, 23, 251 which are exclusively restricted to finite-dimensional nonlinear programming. Before proving this theorem, we will briefly elaborate on the nature of the stipulated conditions. First, it should be noted, here and in similar situations throughout the paper, that in (3.1) it is implicitly assumed that the functions t + Vf(.%(t), t), t -+ Vg:($t), t) y(t) = Dy,(X)( y)(t) (the Frechet derivative of the ith component yi of y at X evaluated at y(t)), i= 1, 2,..., m, and t -+ Vhj(.?)(t), t) y(t) = Dy,(X)( y)(t) (the Frechet derivative of the jth component vi of r] at X evaluated at y(t)), j = 1, 2,..., k, are Lebesgue integrable
Second, although condition (3.1) is stated as a single equation, it is actually an abstraction of a system of n equations. To see this, we need to compute (3.1) explicitly in terms of the data of Problem P. Assuming that suitable differentiability and integrability hypotheses are satisfied, (3.1) for Problem P becomes
Applying Fubini's theorem [ZO] to the double integrals in this equation, we obtain
which implies that the expression inside the brackets equals zero a.e. in [0, T]. Thus (3.1)-(3.4) can be expressed as follows:
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In view of (3.2), conditions (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4) reduce to
Hence by Theorem 2.1, the linear inequality system
has no solution x E X, because if it did have a solution i E X, Z #X, then by the pseudoconvexity assumption we would have
Similarly, the strict pseudoconvexity of g,&., t) and h(., t) at x(t) throughout [IO, r] , and the relations gl(,,($(t), t) 6 g,(,)(x(t), t) and h(T(t), t) = h(Z(t), t) a.e. in [0, T], would imply that
Clearly, (3.1 l)-(3.13) contradict (3.5)-(3.7) with y = i-2. Therefore, the inequalities (3.8)(3.10) cannot have any solution x E X. Hence X is a global optimal solution of Problem P. 1 COROLLARY 3.1. Let X he convex, let X E F, and suppose that f, g, and h are continuously differentiable with respect to their first arguments at x(t) throughout [0, T]. Further, assume that q3 is convex at X (with respect to F), and gt() and h are strictly convex in their first arguments at X(t) (with
,ii E Lk, [0, T] such that conditions (3.1)-(3.4) are satisfied, then X is a global optimal solution of Problem P.
KUHN-TUCKER SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY THEOREMS
The KuhnTucker sufficient optimality conditions that will be formulated in this section differ from the Fritz John conditions only in the absence of the scalar multiplier 1,. It was the presence of this multiplier that necessitated the invocation of Gordan's generalized transposition theorem in the proof of Theorem 3.1. If A0 turns out to be positive, then obviously conditions (3.1)-( 3.4) can be expressed in a form in which there will be no multiplier associated with the derivative of the objective function. These modified conditions will be referred to as the Kuhn-Tucker sufficient optimality conditions. The proofs of the Kuhn-Tucker sufficiency theorems will be based primarily on the generalized convexity assumptions imposed on the functions involved, and will not require the application of any transposition theorems.
For the purpose of deriving sufficient optimality conditions in this section, we will consider two types of generalized convexity assumptions. In the first type, we will assume some kind of weak convexity property for the objective function and the constraints separately, and in the second type, we will assume some sort of convexity for certain combinations of the functions associated with the problem rather than for each individual function.
It turns out that the equality constraint function h and its derivative do not play an essential role in the statements and proofs of the Kuhn-Tucker sufficient optimality criteria. Therefore, we will exclude h and the corresponding multiplier function ji from the statements of the theorems in this section, The only condition that will be imposed on h is that the point which is a candidate for optimality should satisfy the equality constraints.
For each one of the theorems presented in this section, we can state some corollaries by replacing the weak convexity assumptions of the theorem by stronger ones, as was done in obtaining Corollary 3.1. However, we will not explicitly formulate these corollaries.
We will next consider a theorem which may be viewed as a continuoustime extension of the results in [4, 7, 13 , 231. for all x E F.
Since 0 is pseidoconvex at x (with respect to F), the last inequality implies that s o=fG(rh t) dt G IoTf (x(t), t) dt for all x E F.
Hence ,? is a global optimal solution of Problem P. 1
A glance at the above proof will reveal the fact that if the equality in (4.1) is replaced by an inequality of the type 2, then no change will be required in the proof, and thus the assertion of the theorem remains valid. It turns out that the same situation prevails in all the theorems discussed in this section. We will formalize this observation in the form of a theorem later in this section.
The next theorem shows that global optimality is maintained if instead of the individual constraint functions gi, a certain function defined in terms of gi has a weak convexity property. Vg;(x(t), t)(x(t) -x(t)) dt < 0 for all x E F.
In view of this inequality, (4.1) with y = x -x implies that
which by the pseudoconvexity of 4 at X (with respect to F) shows that 4(X) <b(x) for all XE F, Thus X is a global optimal solution of Problem P. 1
Since the class of quasiconvex functions, in contrast to the class of convex functions, is not closed under nonnegative linear combinations, the quasiconvexity of the functions gi, i= 1, 2,..., m, does not guarantee the required property of the function II/ in the above theorem.
We will next formulate a global criterion in which only the Lagrangian function associated with Problem P is assumed to be pseudoconvex. This result generalizes those given in [ 13, 16, 173 . Since the class of pseudoconvex functions, in contrast to the class of convex functions, is not closed under nonnegative linear combinations, the pseudoconvexity of the functions f and gi, i = 1, 2,..., m, does not insure the desired property of the Lagrangian function in the above theorem.
In the above proof we observe that if X is an optimal solution of the problem min L(x, A) subject to x E F, then X is also a global optimal solution of Problem P. This simple observation suggests the possibility of obtaining additional sufficient optimality criteria for Problem P by imposing appropriate conditions on the Lagrangian function. We will formulate one such optimality criterion in which the function L(*, U) is assumed to be quasiconvex and the continuous bilinear form D2L If L(., 1) is quasiconvex at X (with respect to F), then X is the global optimal solution of Problem P.
Proof
Since L(., 1) is twice continuously differentiable at X, we can write
where x E F and p(X; x-X) + 0 as x + X. Now using (4.1) with y =x-X and (4.4) (4.5) can be expressed as
;+p(i;x-.r) ) > which clearly implies that X is a strict local minimum of L(., 2) over F. Since L(., 1) is quasiconvex at X (with respect to F), jE is also the global minimum of L(., X) over F. Thus
for all .Y E F, which in view of (4.2) and (4.3) and feasibility of x implies that d(X) < d(x) for all x E F, as was to be shown. 1
Finally, we will present a sufficient optimality theorem in which all the functions involved are quasiconvex. A similar result was considered in [lo] for the finite-dimensional case. Proof: First we note that as was shown in the proof of Theorem 4.1, our assumptions insure that for any x E F, the following inequality holds:
(a) Since (1 -r) x(t)+r@t)~ V for all O<r< 1, (4.6) and (4.7) imply that
Because 4 is quasiconvex on X, the above inequality implies that
forall O<r< 1.
Since f(., t) is continuous on V throughout [0, r], by taking the limit as r -+ 0 and invoking the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem [20] , we obtain lo7 f(,f(t), t) df 6 ?',I f(x(t), t) dt for all x E F, thus proving the theorem.
(b) To isolate case (a), we assume that
for all x E X. Suppose to the contrary that s oTf.Lf(t). t) dt > joTMQ t) dt for some x E F.
Since 4 is quasiconvex on A', the last inequality implies that s :.f((l -r)X(t)+rx(t), t)dt6 joTf(X(f), t)dt for all 0 < r < 1.
By continuity of f(., t) on V throughout [0, r], we can find a largest 0 d r* < 1 such that joTf(.f(i) + r*p(t), t) dt = joTf(52(r), t) dt. Vf'($t) + r*p(t), t) q(t) dt d lim -!-ST V"(%(t), t) q(t) dt, n-m a, 0 which is absurd because the right side of this inequality approaches -cc in view of (4.11) while the integral on the left side has a finite value. Thus in both cases when Y* =0 and r* >O the assumption 4(x) < 4(X) leads to a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude that X is a global optimal solution of Problem P. i A careful examination of the proofs of Theorems 4.14.5 shows that replacing y by z -x, where z E F, and the equality by 3 in (4.1) will not necessitate any modification in the proofs, and hence the assertions of these theorems will remain valid. We will formalize this observation in the following theorem which essentially contains a collection of sufficient optimality criteria of the minimum principle type. THEOREM 4.6. The assertions of Theorems 4.14.5 remain valid if in (4.1) y is replaced by z -x, where z E F, and the equality by >.
APPLICATIONS
It is clear that under appropriate assumptions, Problem P contains certain classes of constrained variational and optimal control problems. In particular, the following optimal control problem with nonlinear dynamics and with constraints on both the state and control variables is a special case of Problem P: minimize i oT $(x(t), 4th t) dt subject to cr,(x(t), u(t), t) =/Ii(t) + 1: y,(x(s), U(S), t, s) ds Therefore, the results in the preceding sections provide many sufficient optimality criteria under various convexity assumptions for some problems in optimal control and the calculus of variations.
We will next discuss some continuous-time optimization problems with nonstandard objective functions having generalized convexity properties. Consider the following problem: subject to g(x( t), t) < 0 a.e. in [0, T], h(x( t), t) = 0 a.e. in [0, T], x E x.
where X is a nonempty convex set in L",[O, T], d(x) = Jlf(x(t), t) dt is a nonnegative real-valued function defined on X, for each i = 1, 2,..., p, $i(X) = J,'.f;(X(t), t) d t is a positive real-valued function defined on X, g and h are as defined in Problem P, r, r, , r2,..., and r,, are positive real numbers, and p is a positive integer.
If r > r, + rz + . + rp, 4 is convex on X, and for each i= 1, 2 ,..., p, #j is concave on X, then the objective function of the above problem is strictly quasiconvex [Zl] , and thus with additional appropriate assumptions the results of the preceding sections can provide sufficient optimality conditions for the above continuous-time fractional programming problem.
As our last example, we will examine a continuous-time programming problem whose objective function is a product of powers of integrals.
Suppose that we modify the above problem by replacing its objective function with maximize fi j'f,(x(t), t)dt , where for each i= 1, 2,..., q, s, is a positive real number, and q is a positive integer. If for each i = 1, 2,..., q, tii(x) = j,'fi(x( t), t) dt is a nonnegative realvalued concave function defined on X, then the above product function is strictly quasiconcave on X [21] . Again, with additional appropriate assumptions, the results of the preceding sections can be utilized to formulate a set of sufficient optimality conditions for the modified problem. There exist many other results in the literature of mathematical programming pertaining to the nature and properties of quotients, products, and compositions of convex and convex-like functions [2, 6, 12, 15, 21, 221 . Most of these results can be used in conjunction with optimality conditions and duality relations derived under generalized convexity assumptions to formulate new models in the areas of optimal control, calculus of variations, and continuous-time programming.
